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Free Essays from Bartleby | Introduction What is racial profiling? It was even normal and acceptable to see these
differences during the creation of this nation .

She shared the same religion and ethnicity of those who committed the act. This by no means is an attempt to
justify all the choices that an officer may make, but it may explain an inherent reason behind the decision It is
a troublesome and tragic piece of life that sure gatherings of people must face these supposed hindrances
throughout their life on the grounds that they are a minority or in light of their skin shading All of these views
are stereotypes of a law enforcement officer. It is believed that all police officers like donuts. Or is there
racism within the U. It is the act of the authority, mostly, police officers linking minority status to criminal
behaviour Glover,  In most cases, the extent of such incidents is largely dependent on upon the law
enforcement the police practice in that area. When he's leaving a store, Martin often hears the same line: "Sir,
can you please turn around and show me what's in your pocket? Racial profiling typically deals with
incarceration, miss education, and to certain extent slavery. Racial profiling is the suspicion of people based
on race, ethnicity, nationality, religion, or other immutable charateristics rather than evidence based behavior.
There have been recent incidents that made racial profiling a very controversial issue. The United States has
fought a long and difficult battle against racism and discrimination Hispanic students and Muslims who get
asked if they're really American. The question is however, is it right to judge somebody just because they look
different then you It is known that people of Arab decent were behind the attack. This is everyday racial
profiling -- and it doesn't just hurt the victims. Anywhere you go there is always going to be racial profiling.
Can We Correct it? This proves that Caucasians can do the same crimes as an African American or Hispanic
person can. Had he made one wrong move, Martin said, he could have been killed. The ones that are the most
at risk are the youth of color. This is a growing problem that can happen to anyone at anytime due to lingering
racism and ignorance that still exists today A police officer pulls over mainly African Americans for traffic
violations. It is understood that someone may be similar to you not one person will be exactly like you. Court
documents stated that a 26 year old woman and a male friend were robbed at gunpoint by two black men in the
parking lot of a Dallas liquor store in November  Minorities are by no means targeted and are treated
unequally by the police. Many issues arise regarding legal immigrants and non-legal immigrants in quiet
neighborhoods nationwide. Black customers who get followed too closely by store employees. CNN The
headlines pop up with alarming frequency: People of color going about their daily business -- shopping ,
golfing , moving in -- only to have the cops called on them. It has become a controversial topic among
communities that have seen police brutality take place in front of their homes. Most of these people have been
living in the United States all their lives, and have done nothing to warrant the accusations. Personally I have
never been a victim of racial profiling, but I will be years old this summer and able to drive to school, to a
friends house or to shop at the mall. The consequences can be dangerous The day Martin moved in, about a
half dozen New York police officers showed up under the impression he was armed. Most of these people
have been living in the United States all their lives, and have done nothing to warrant the accusations. Racial
profiling is when an individual or group is treated a certain way because of the skin color. It is known as those
consideration for racial or ethnic qualities for deciding if a singular is viewed as prone should submit a
specific kind of wrongdoing or unlawful go about. Whether racial profiling somebody is appropriate or not is a
topic widely discussed by individuals everywhere. This issue, where authorities target certain individuals
based on their racial characteristics, has never ceased.


